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On the Institute of Abkhazian Language and Culture 
of the Sokhumi State University 

 
Sokhumi State University is a successor  of Sokhumi Branch 

of the Tbilisi state University that was separated from Maxim Gorki 
State University of Abkhazia in 1989 and at present  functions in 
Tbilisi in exile. 

Institute of Abkhazian Language and Culture was founded in 
June, 2008 at the Sokhumi State University. During the passed three 
years the institute has carried out fruitful work, in particular: 

1. Two periodical scientific collections were founded: 
"Problems of linguistic Kartvelology and Abkhazology" (three 
volumes have been published) and "Philological parallels" (three 
volumes have been published), which are published together with the 
Institute of  Kartvelian Linguistics of the Sokhumi State University; 

2. The following works were published: 
– “A Georgian text of Akaki Tsereteli's "A tutor" with Dmitri 

Gulia's Abkhazian translation. It was prepared  for publication, with 
an introduction and  Abkhazian-Georgian and Georgian-Abkhazian 
learning dictionary by T. Gvantseladze (the book was printed twice 
in 2008 and 2010); 

– T. Gvantseladze's monograph "Negative forms of a verb in 
the Abkhazian and Abaza languages",Tbilisi, 2010 (in Russian); 

– Manana Tabidze and Merab Nachkebia's monograph "Socio-
linguistic characterization of Abkhazia (Gali region). 1993-2010", 
Tbilisi, 2010 (together with the Institute of Kartvelian Linguistics); 

– Bagrat Janashia’s monograph "Abkhazian vocabulary of 
vine-growing and viticulture" , Tbilisi, 2010 (in Russian); 

– Petre Giorgidze’s (Tcharaia’s) work "Abkhazia and 
Abkhazians" (series "Caucasian etudes", I. Tbilisi, 2011. Editors: N. 
Antelava and T. Gvantseladze); 

– Teimuraz Gvantseladze and Manana Tabidze’s brochure 
"Identity of the Abkhazians living in Ajaria. I. Previous outcomes of 
the first scientific-expedition", Tbilisi, 2011. 
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3. A bachelor’s program of the Abkhazian phylology of the 
Faculty of Humanities functions on the institute basis since 2009. At 
present four students study: Tamar Abashidze, Tinatin 
Bukhnikahsvili, Gvantsa Giguashvili and Magda Natadze; 

4. Since 2000 elective course in Abkhazian is being read for 
the baccalaureate students of the Georgian language and literature of 
the Faculty of Humanities. About 100 students have attended the 
course; 

5. Workers of the institute actively participate in different 
scientific forumes and publish scientific works in different scientific 
publications; 

6. A junior research-worker, Master of Philology Tamar 
Gitolendia in 2011 won a year scholarship international stipend of 
Heinrich Böll International Foundation and at present she is working 
on the issue "Oral histories of Ajaria’s Abkhazians about 
Muhajiring". 

7. Blog (abkhazology.wordpress.com) and facebook 
(apxazologia) of the institute were created, where reflecting 
materials of the institute’s work, electronic versions of publications 
of the institute, noteworthy information on the Abkhazian language, 
folklore and literature for the wide society, Georgian translations of 
some Abkhazian folklore and literature, TV talks and interviews of 
the institute workers on the Abkhazian language and culture were 
displayed. 

8. Junior research workers, Masters of Philology Sopiko 
Tchaava and Tamar Gitolendia are working on doctoral dissertation, 
etc. 
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Project "Researching the identity of Abkhazians living 
in Ajaria. I" and its participants 

 
In 2010 the Institute of Abkhazian Language and Culture of 

the Sokhumi State University represented the project "Researching 
the identity of the Abkhazians living in Ajaria. I" to the joint 
program of UN an European Union COBERM to gain the grant. The 
project was accepted and was being activated since 1 February, 2011. 
The goal of the project is to describe the ethnic language, religious 
and cultural identity of the Abkhazians living in the Autonomous 
Republic of Ajaria and to reveal those specificities which are 
characteristic of the Abkhazians of this region in the adaptation 
condition to the Georgian surroundings. 

A project research director is a Head of the Institute of 
Abkhazian Language and Culture at the Sokhumi State University, 
Doctor of Philological Sciences Professor Teimuraz Gvantseladze. 

Project participants are: senior research worker, Doctor of 
Philological Sciences, Professor of the same institute Manana 
Tabidze, junior research-workers Sopiko Tchaava and Tamar 
Gitolendia. 

Students of the bachelor’s program of the Abkhazian 
phylology of the Faculty of Humanities at the Sokhumi State 
University Tamar Abashidze, Tinatin Bukhnikashvili, Gvantsa 
Giguashvili, Magda Natadze and a representative of University 
Student Government Eliko Bendeliani are also involved in the 
project. 

Three of project participants are Abkhazian refugees (S. 
Tchaava, E. Bendeliani and T. Abashidze). 

In accordance with the project, two scientific-learning 
expeditions were held, the goal of which were: 

1. To visit to places which were more compacted with 
Abkhazians (districts of the town Batumi and its neighboring 
villages: Peria, Urekhi, Salibauri, Kveda Sameba, Angisa, Minda, 
Adlia, Kakhaberi...) and to come in direct contact with Abkhazian 
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and Georgian population, to observe on the peculiarities of the 
Abkhazians settlements; 

2. To obtain a researching empiric material using special 
questionaires and interview; 

3. To document life of the Ajaria’s Abkhazians and their 
Abkhazian and Georgian speech peculiarities using the modern 
digital apparatus (video camera, photo and dictophone); 

4. To make conditions of direct contact with living Abkhazian 
speech for the students studying Abkhazian; 

5. To product the skills of working with respondents, obtaining 
empiric scientific material and its systematizing for the 
abovementioned students; 

6. To prepare scholarly publications on the basis of obtained 
material and to provide  Abkhazian colleagues in Sokhumi with 
video- and photo material. 

The main task of the project was to study that noteworthy 
phenomenon such as on the  one hand the quality of integration and 
adaptation of Abkhazians in Georgian ethnic surroundings and to 
research the preserving and defending level of Abkhazian identity, 
on the other hand. 

In order to fulfill this task a special questionnaire and 
interviews taken from Abkhazian respondents should manifest those 
principal features of ethnic, language, religious and cultural identity 
of the Abkhazians living in Ajaria, which are combined with relevant 
Georgian features and which due to genetic kinship of Abkhazians-
Georgians and great closeness conditioned by long historical 
cohabitation seems difficult to be identified. 

It could be said that just a research strategy and correct 
selected methodology should be the guarantee of the project’s 
reliability and success. Owing to this, it took a long time to create a 
special questionnaire and to classify and to systematize the answers 
given by using this questionnaire. 

The number of the question in the questionnaire was large 
(104 questions). Such detail questioning is proved by: firstly a 
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respondent does not understand which questions are important for 
project participants and he/she does not answer to it and secondary, 
abundance of the questions is proved for controlling a material as an 
answer to the same question put from different standpoint and at 
different places is similar when a respondent answers sincerely. 

Owing to the fact, that identity of any ethnos is a complex 
phenomenon, we have chosen those components of identity such as: 
language, religion, cultural-civilization identity, traditions and 
customs. 
 
 

Geography of expedition working and 
researching social stratas 

 
Both expeditions were carried out in different districts of 

Batumi: so called Garadoki, so called Pivzaodi, Boni, Bartskhana, 
Ortabatumi, center of the town. 

We travelled in the following villages: Peria (where about 60 
Abkhazian families live), Urekhi, Salibauri, Kveda Sameba, Angisa 
(where about 40 Abkhazian families live), Adlia, Minda, Kakhaberi. 

Abkhazian and Georgian peasants, workers, engineers, sailors, 
servants, teachers, pupils university workers pensioners... of both sex 
and different ages were surveyed. 

We visited  Orthodox, Catholic and Protestant Churches, also 
Batumi Ortajame and Peria mosque. We talked with Christian and 
Muslim ecclesiastics: the Metropolitan of Batumi and Lazeti Dimitri 
(Shiolashvili), a clergyman of Batumi Cathedral Church of the 
Virgin Mary’ Nativity Sergi (Rukhadze), catechist of Catholic 
Church Mzia Gelenava, Imam of Batumi Ortajame Shamil 
Bolkvadze and his press-secretary Mikheil Geladze. 

We talked three times with the director and part of teachers 
and pupils of the v. Adlia public school. 

We visited three times Batumi Abkhazian Sunday School and 
gave them publications of our institute. A teacher of Abkhazian of 
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this school Ada Kutelia and a project director T. Gvantseladze gave 
a joint classes twice. 

The project student participants conducted an express-
surveying of Batumi population and visitors on the theme "What do 
we know about the Abkhazians living in Ajaria?" 

We met several times with the head of Abkazians’ Council of 
Elders a writer and journalists Anzor Kudba (by the  way, A. Kudba 
is the only Abkazian, who signed the restoring Independent Act of 
Georgia as a member of supreme council of Georgian Republic on 9 
April, 1991). 
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§ 1. Short history of Abkhazians’ 
settling in Ajaria 

 
In the special scientific literature the history of Abkhazians’ 

settling in Ajaria is researched in detail by Abkhazian, Georgian and 
foreign scholars. An Abkhazian historian Teimuraz Achugba1 who 
was born in Ajaria dedicated a special work to this issue. According 
to Georgian researcher Zakaria Tchitchinadze, settling of separate 
families of Muslim Abkhazians in Ajaria begins in the first half of 
the 19th century.2 As it is clear, in this period the individual-family 
migration of Abkhazians was defined by religious and social 
motives. 

In Ajaria the first large group of Abkhazians appeared in 1867 
after then when Russian authority suppressed anti-Russian rebellion 
of the Abkhazian people in 1866 and demanded from the Abkhazian 
population of central and North-West part of the present Abkhazia to 
uproot and to migrate to Turkey. In this period Ajaria was in 
corporation of Ottoman Turkey. A part of Abkhazians forced out 
from living place settled in Georgian region, that was resembled 
Abkhazia by climate and geography. Their choice was also 
conditioned by the fact, that the Abkhazians considered Georgians to 
be their brother nation and they had experience of cohabiting with 
them. 

The second group of Abkhazians settled in Ajaria in 1878-
1880, when the war between Russia and Turkey in 1877-1978 was 
over. In this war a part of Abkhazians supported Turkey. Just this 
                                                 
1 T. Achugba. Settling of Abkhazians in Ajaria. Batumi, 1988 (in 
Georgian). The issue of Muhajiring of Abkhazians is completely and deeply 
researched by an Abkhazian scholar, a Corresponding-Member of the 
Georgian Academy of Sciences Professor Georgi Dzidzaria in his work: G. 
Dzidzaria. Muhajiring and the problems of the history of Abkhazia in the 
19th century. Sukhumi, 1982 (in Russian). For this work the author was 
awarded the state prize of Georgia. 
2 Z. Tchitchinadze. Great expatriation of Georgian Muslims in Ottoman 
Turkey. Muhajiri – emigration, Tfilisi, 1912, p. 169. 
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was the reason for victorious Russia to force out a great part of 
Abkhazian people to Turkey (just in this period the territory of 
present Gagra, Sokhumi and Gulripshi was depopulated from 
Abkhazians and their number was halved on the territory of Gudauta 
and Ochamchire regions). These migration process of 1867 and 
1877-1880 is well-known under the name of Muhajiring.3 

In the beginning the Abkhazians settled in Ajaria at sea-coast 
line of Kobuleti and Sarpi. But after then when in 1878 Ajaria was 
incorporated in Russia, a part of them returned to Abkhazia, a parts 
of them moved to Turkey under by their own will or was forced out 
by Russian authority. 

Finally dispersive groups of Abkhazians stayed in different 
districts of Batumi and in neighboring Georgian villages: Peria, 
Urekhi, Mnatobi, Salibauri, Kveda Sameba, Angisa, Minda, Adlia, 
Kakhaberi, Tcharnali. Occasionally the Abkhazians who wanted to 
return to Abkhazia moved from Turkey to these places. 

During our both expeditions, as a result of working with 
Abkhazian respondents living in Batumi and nearby villages it was 
cleared up that the Abkhazians living at present on the territory of the 
Autonomic Republic of Ajaria can be divided into several groups 
according to chronology of settling in Ajaria: 

• descendants of the Abkhazians arrived in he first 
half of the 19th c.; 

• descendants of the Abkhazians migrated in the first 
stream of Muhajiring, in 1867-1868; 

• descendants of the Abkhazians migrated in the 
second stream of Muhajiring, in 1877-1880; 

• descendants of the Abkhazians migrated after 
Muhajiring at the end of the 19th c. whose ancestors 

                                                 
3 Muhajiring (in Abkhazian amhajˆrra) – expatriation of autochthon 
population of the Caucasus (Muslim Georgians, Abkhazians, Abazians, 
Ubykhs, Adygians, Qabardians, Chechens and others) from the homeland 
by the Russian empire in the 60-70s of the 19th c. The term is originated 
from the Arabian word muhajiret "expatriation, migration". 
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avoided the situation existed in Abkhazia in that 
period or came in Ajaria from Turkey; 

• Abkhazian women who came from Abkhazia after 
the 30s of the 20th c. and got married in Ajaria, 
daughter-in-laws of Abkhazians and Georgians 
(Ajarians) living in Ajaria. Apart from the Abkhazian 
women of the last group, the majority of representatives 
of the rest four groups especially the youth, knows a 
little about the concrete reasons of their ancestors’ 
migration, though we met some respondents (especially 
the descendants of the representatives of the first and 
second torrents of Muhajiring) who had detail 
information on these processes. For them histories of 
their ancestors’ life are important markers of ethnic and 
personal identity. They think, that it is impossible to be 
forgotten it ("If you are Abkhazian, you should now the 
history of your elder generation"). Such respondents 
tell oral histories of migration to their children in order 
to remember whose descendants they are. 

The migration reasons of individual migrants migrated from 
Abkhazia at the beginning of the 19th c. are unknown for their 
descendants. They know only that such facts took place before 
Muhajiring, at the beginning of the 19th c. The second part of the 
Abkhazians of the same group says, that their ancestor migrated in 
Ajaria in the 40-50s of the 19th c. before Muhajiring. According to 
Elza and Jamlet Chambas’s telling, when their ancestor arrived in 
Ajaria from Abkhazia, there was a small number of Abkhazians in 
Batumi. Elza Chamba (37 year-old teacher, village Tsinsvla) told us 
that her father’s grandfather Kumacha Chamba had migrated from 
Abkhazia to Ajaria in the 40s of the 19th c. According to informant’s 
telling, her ancestor had often arrived in Guria, Ajaria, Imereti before 
migrating to Batumi. He had many Georgian friends and relatives. In 
Ajaria Kumacha Chamba had made relative with the Georgian 
Chakhvadzes. Kumacha had migrated from Abkhazia on his own 
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initiative. He had had no will to return back for here he had started a 
family. He had married an Abkhazian woman Khenipe (a narrator 
could not remember Khenipe’s surname). Elza Chamba considers, 
that the reasons of her ancestor’s migrating before Muhajiring are 
friendly and kinship relations. But her cousin Jamlet Chamba (who is 
a Kumacha’s descendant) told us, that his grand-grandfather had 
killed a man in Abkhazia and for this reason he had left Abkhazia. 
When Kumacha had arrived in Ajaria, there had not been many 
Abkhazians in Ajaria, only in Batumi, on the territory of the present 
Garadoki there had been lived some Abkhazian families. 

From the partial standpoint, among the Ajaria’s Abkhazians 
the number of Muhajirs’ descendants are more that is supported by 
the fact, that great torrents of migrants settled in Ajaria in the 60-80s 
of the 19th century. The representative respondents of these groups 
have more information on the following issues: 

• personality of direct ancestors and the members of their 
family migrated from Abkhazia; 

• in which part, village of Abkhazia their ancestors lived 
before migration; 

• which route and what transport the migrants used; 
• where the migrants settled and if changed or not a 

living place, etc. 
 
It is cleared up from their interviews, that during the 

Muhajiring their ancestors had moved from Abkhazia together with 
their families, with family clan and with village population; a 
decision on leaving a home was made by elders of a family, family 
clan and village. Sometime those noblemen whose slaves these 
families and family clans were influenced on them. Before majority 
of Muhajirs had lived in central and North-West parts of Abkhazia, 
on the territory of the present Gudauta, Gagra, Sokhumi and Gulripsh 
regions. They mostly traveled by ships, rarely – by foot. 

During the expeditions it was difficult to record oral histories 
reflecting Muhajiring. A big part of respondents did not want to talk 
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about this issue. But they talked eloquently about the stories the 
witnesses and participants of which they had been and remembered 
what they had seen with their own eyes. 

As we noticed, the most distant memories of the Abkhazians 
had gone back to the period of the 40s of the 19th c. In another words, 
the most oldest story that was told by Abkhazians, is the following: 
till the 40s of the 19th c. a small number of Abkhazians had lived in 
Batumi, on the territory of the present Garadoki. Earlier information 
on the 19th c. is not attested in oral histories of the Ajaria’s 
Abkhazians. 

In the narrators’ narrating some reasons of forgetting the 
histories are distinguished: a main reason is a defensive instinct 
from negative emotions caused by remembering the hard stories of 
Muhajiring. It was unpleasant for respondents to remember that their 
direct ancestors had paid a lot of suffering together with hundred 
Muhajirs: Russian authority made them to leave their homeland, their 
ancestors and their houses built by them, graves of relatives, 
everything what was valuable for them; on the way many 
Abkhazians had died with diseases and hunger and the deceased had 
been thrown in the sea by Turkish sailors; nobody knew where they 
would live in future and what the perspective would be, how they 
would adapt  new surroundings and others. We suppose, that instinct 
of self-defending from abovementioned negative emotion should be 
strong in that generation, who directly suffered Muhajiring. People 
of that generation defended themselves, children and grandchildren 
from negative emotions and they did not tell them about Muhajiring 
in detail. In its turn, it is the reason why the majority of the Ajaria’s 
Abkhazians does not know the details of Muhajiring or does not 
want to remember it. To this point one of our respondents Alexandre 
Atsanba’s explanation is typical: "We do not speak about it 
[Muhajiring]. Neither ours speak and ask. They were very depressed. 
Once I asked them and they told me that neither we had ask about it 
[to elder generation]. It was very hurting theme for them". 

To this regard, the similar attitude towards Muhajiring and 
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history of Muhajirs was observed in Abkhazia, as well. A big part of 
Abkhazian old people avoided telling oral histories of Muhajiring. E. 
g.: 35 years ago 109 year-old Kiaazimbei Amitchba who lived in the 
village Jgerda (Ochamchire region) categorically refused to tell the 
history of Muhajiring to one of the authors of this work (T. 
Gvantseladze): "It was suffering. Neither I nor you need to remember 
the suffering". Two days later Kiaazimbei’s grandchildren found a 
rusted thick chain and crampon for shoes for walking on the ice near 
their yard, on the forested hill and showed to grandfather. Having 
seen the chain the old man became pale, his eyes filled with tears and 
ordered the grandchildren to throw it far away and not to touch it any 
more. When a Georgian guest asked him, what had happened, why 
he had made children to throw the chain, the old man said that just 
with such chain the Russians had put into chains those Abkhazians 
who had refused to go as a Muhajirs and he did not want to children 
to play with this accursed thing. 

The other reason of forgetting the oral histories reflecting the 
Muhajiring is the death of some narrators’ grandparents in early age 
or a contact termination between the generations. If in Ajaria the 
Abkhazians had left a wife of other nation and a kid, then passing of 
the old stories from generation to generation was interrupted. The 
respondents consider, that one more reason of forgetting past 
histories is the repressions of 1937-1938, when "almost it was 
impossible to speak to each other". They named nihilism dominated 
in the soviet period and breaking of traditions, when everybody’s life 
was similar and nobody remembered the past: "Today who preserves 
these traditions. In the soviet period all lived similarly. There was a 
soviet citizen and that’s all" (Zuri Atrushba); "We were not 
interested in those stories which are interested now" (Zaur Asadzba). 

Among the Ajaria’s Abkhazians there is the generation, who 
remember grandparents’ "living" memories about Muhajir epoch. 
But together with decreasing their number this knowledge can be 
gained only in libraries in future or Muhajir epoch is being falling 
down from people’s memory and is being moved in cultural 
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memory. This process takes place just before our eyes. Owing to this 
it is urgent to fix these histories through the modern apparatus. Apart 
from this, oral histories of the Ajaria’s Abkhazians  about 
expatriation of their ancestors  from  Abkhazian land  are noteworthy 
to clear up the forms of Abkhazians’ genocide realized by Russian in 
1867-1880. The histories collected by us are the unique 
"documentary shots" preserved in the memory of the Abkhazian and 
Abkhazian-Georgian families and which show the Abkhazians living 
in Ajaria and their ancestors in historically interesting context. 

Muhajiring appeared to be shocking for whole Abkhazian 
nation. It was a serious danger for this people’s future for during the 
Muhajiring thousands of Abkhazians died owing to illness and 
hunger. Apart from this, the nation appeared to be parted. Its one 
part stayed in Abkhazia, the second one settled in Ajaria, the third 
group dispersedly settled on the territory of Turkey (most of them 
live in Bursa-Inegöl and Adapazar’s areas, also in big cities), the 
fourth part live in Syria, on Golan uplands. These four groups live in 
different from each other political, ethnic-language and cultural-
religious surroundings: 

1. In Abkhazia after expulsion  of Abkhazians the situation 
was radically changed: Russian authority had settled Russians, 
Ukrainians, Armenians, Greeks, German, Estonians in the region. 
Russification policy of the region’s population began and still is 
being intensively fulfilled that negatively influences on ethnical, 
language and cultural identity of the Abkhazian people and all non-
Russian population of the region. At present a special accent was 
given and is being given to cause conflict  between the Abkhazians 
and Georgians. 

2. Before the disintegration of the Soviet Union (1991) the 
Abkhazians living in Ajaria suffered a strong influence of 
Russification policy along with the Georgians living in Ajaria. It 
should be noted, that in Ajaria the Abkhazians  never had tense  
relation with Georgians. The more, most of them are in close kinship 
with Georgians. Georgians treated them with love and respect. The 
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Abkhazians living in Ajaria always were integrated with Georgian 
society. 

3. The Abkhazians living in the  big cities of Turkey can not 
preserve ethnical, language and cultural identity due to  
dispersiveness and small size of the population and their massive 
Turkification is being fulfilled. This group of the Abkhazians has no 
right to preserve own surnames. Ethnical, language and cultural 
identity was better preserved in mono-ethnic Abkhazian villages in 
neighboring of Bursa-Inegöli and Adapazar. 

4. There is a lack of information on about 3 000 Abkhazians 
and Abazas living in Syria. But it could be said, that they undergo a 
strong influence of Arabian language and culture. 

 
 

§ 2. Family names and personal names of the 
Abkhazians living in Ajaria 

 
Generally, a family name along with anthroponym fulfills the 

function of identification marker of a concrete person: it 
distinguishes a person from other persons, on the one hand, it marks 
a genetic kinship of a person with the persons of the same surname 
and of the same nation, on the other hand. A surname maintain its 
function even in the case of changing  ethnical, language identity by 
a concrete person and it becomes a marker of identity of this person 
and its descendants (family identity). Among the Ajaria’s 
Abkhazians the following surnames are spread (in brackets we 
indicate variants of surnames): 

Ababiko, Abdiba (Adidba), Agiba (Aegba, Egba), Agirba 
(Agrba), Agumaa, Agumba (Gumba), Awejba (Azhwejba), Awkhat 
(Aukhat), Atirshba (Atrushba, Atruzhba), Ayozba (Ayudzba), 
Aykutsba (Aykudzba), Akwazba (Kwadzba), Akujba (Kujba), 
Alkhorba, Ananba (Nanba), Ankubaia (Ankwab), Azhiba (Zhiba), 
Argun, Aristava (Arstaa), Arsia, Arshba, Ardzinba, Asadzba 
(Sadzba), Aslan-Zade (Khiba), Ashamba (Shamba), Ashba (Ashiba) 
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Ashlarba (Shlarba), Ashmeyba (Shwmeyba), Achugba, Atsamba 
(Tsanba), Atsimba, Atsugba (Tsigwba), Ajiba (Zhiba), Basnik-Ipa, 
Bedia (Badia), Bezinba (Beghniz-Ipa), Gamsania, Gechba 
(Gechbaia), Chazmava (Jizmaa), Chamba, Chaushba (Ardzinba), 
Chinba, Churugba (Chirgba), Emin-Zade, Zvanbaia (Zwanba), 
Zukhbaia (Zukhba), Tarba, Topch-Ipa, Iazijba, Kaitamba (Qaitanba), 
Karakejba, Kitazba (Marshani), Kepalba, Khalvash (Halwashi), 
Khalitba (Khishba), Khashimba, Khajiba, Khiba (Khibaia), Kokba, 
Kishliba, Kolbaia (Kolghba), Kostimba (Kost-Ipa), Kodzba 
(Kwadzba), Kudba (Akudba), Lazba, Lqiba, Maitba, Milalba, 
Mikalba, Murabba, Muskhajba (Mushejba), Mol-Oghli, Naimba, 
Nakashia, Naqopia, Pamba (Papba), Reizba, Saatch-Ipa, Sakudba, 
Selimba, Smirba (Smir), Tantiba, Tatarba, Pshanava (Pshanaa), 
Katiba (Katibaia), Kapba, Korkia, Kutelia, Sharashidze, Shushanidze 
(Shushania), Tsitsba (Tsimtsba), Tsuzba (Tswijba), Tshatanava 
(Tchatanaa), Tsholokava (Tsholoqva), Jinjba. 

According to origin these surnames should be divided into two 
groups: proper Abkhazian and adapted from other languages. The 
following surnames are originated  from Georgian: Ankubaia 
(Ankwab) – originated from Georgian surname Mekvabia // 
Mikvabia; Argun, Aristava (Arstaa) are originated from Geogian 
surnames Eristavi, Arsia, Bedia (Badia), Gamsania, Nakashia, 
Naqopia, Pshanava (Pshanaa), Korkia, Kutelia, Sharashidze, 
Shushanidze (Shushania), Tchatanava (Tchatanaa) Tcholokava 
(Tcholoqva), Khalvashi (Halwash). 

The following surnames are of eastern (Turkish-Persian) 
origin: Aslan-Zade, Emin-Zade, Mol-Oghli. 

Of course, non-Abkhazian origin of surnames does not imply 
that those persons having these surnames and who migrated from 
Abkhazia to Ajaria were not real Abkhazians: they were the perfect 
Abkhazians before migrating to Ajaria, they had Abkhazian 
identity and just this conditioned their migration. It should be 
said, that in this case a surnames underlines only a family identity, 
but it can not mark an ethnic identity for the persons of other nation 
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carry the same surname. 
An attention is focused on the fact, that of 95 surnames spread 

among the Ajaria’s Abkhazians the majority (69 entries) is formed 
by -ba // < -ipa "his son’ endings characteristic of Abkhazian 
surnames (of these two endings -ba suffix is added to most 
surnames). A great part of the surnames with these suffixes and 
without them is not spread in Abkhazia at present. They are: 
Ababiko, Abdiba (Abidba), Agiba (Aegba, Egba), Awejba 
(Azhwejba), Aykutsba (Aykudzba), Alkhorba, Atsamba, Atsimba, 
Basnik-Ipa, Bezinba (Baghniz-Ipa), Chaushba, Chinba, Gechba 
(Gechbaia), Karakejba, Katiba, Kapba, Khalitba, Khajiba, Khokhba, 
Kitazba, Kepalba, Kishliba, Kostimba (Kost-Ipa), Kudba, Mayba, 
Milalba, Muradba, Naymba, Reyzba, Saatch-Ipa, Sakudba, Tatarba, 
Topch-Ipa. As it is seen, a number of the persons with these 
surnames was little in Abkhazia before migration and they all 
migrated from Abkhazia. Here we note: in this case surnames are 
bi-functional entries and simultaneously mark family identity 
and ethnical one. 

It is noteworthy, that a big group of surnames of the 
Abkhazians living in Ajaria is not pronounced and is not written 
according to Abkhazian as well as Georgian phonetic 
capabilities. During the Abkhazian and Georgian speech they are 
pronounced according to Russian phonetic norms. This fact is 
explained as thus: after settling in Ajaria, during taking the census of 
population by the Tsarism, Abkhazians’ surnames were recorded by 
Russian officials who could not make out specific Abkhazian and 
Georgian phonemes. Owing to this in their recordings surnames were 
distorted and just these distorted variants were considered to be 
correct, official forms. Then during introducing a passport system 
by a soviet regime in fixing the Abkhazians’ surnames the variants 
‘canonized’ distorted  by Russian officials were established as 
official forms, that was shared by these surnames bearers, though 
they remember correct variants. Just this caused the fact, that the 
majority of local Abkhazians’ surnames has more then one variant. 
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Such varied surnames are: Abdiba // Abidba (correct: Abdiba), 
Agiba // Aegba // Egba (correct: Aegba), Agirba // Agrba (correct: 
Agrba), Awejba // Azhwejba (correct: Azhwijba), Awkhat // 
Aukhat (correct: Awkhat), Atirshba // Atrushba // Atruzhba 
(correct: Atrushwba), Ayozba // Ayudzba (correct: Awidzba), 
Aykutsba // Aykudzba (correct: Aykudzba), Akwazba // Kwadzba 
(correct: Kwadzba), Alkhorba (correct: Alkhwarba), Ankubaia // 
Ankwab (correct: Ankwab), Ashba // Achwba (correct: Ashwba), 
Bezinba // Baghniz-Ipa (correct: Baghniz-Ipa), Chamba (correct: 
Tchanba), Kaytamba // Qaytanba (correct: Qaytanba), Kolbaia // 
Kolghba (correct: Qalghba) and others. 

Georgian (Megrelian) -ia suffix is also added to a small part of 
surnames: Ankubaia (// Ankwab), Gechbaia (// Gechba), Katiba 
(Katibaia), Kolbaia (// Kolghba), Zwanbaia (// Zwanba), 
Zukhbaia (// Zukhba). We suppose, that the suffix -ia was not 
added to these surnames in Ajaria as the surnames with -dze and -
shvili and not with -ia ending are spread among the Georgians living 
in this region. Samegrelo-Samurzaqano where the surnames with -ia 
ending are widely spread is far away from here and it was not 
expected to put into action Megrelian model in Ajaria. One 
explanation is left: the variants with -ia  ending were brought with 
these six surnames from Abkhazia. 

Twelve surnames have the parallel variants of the following 
type: Gumba // Agumba, Kwadzba // Akwazba, Kudba // 
Akudba, Kujba // Akujba, Nanba // Ananba, Zhiba // Azhiba // 
Ajiba, Sadzba // Asadzba, Shamba // Ashamba, Shlarba // 
Ashlarba, Shwmeiba // Ashmeiba, Tsanba // Atsamba, Tsigwba // 
Atsugba. These variants are originated according to Abkhazian 
rules: a- prefix is added to a surname when any rerpesentative of this 
or that family is named indefinitely (without concretizing of a 
person): Agumba "somebody Gumba", Akwadzba "somebody 
Kvadzba", Akudba "somebody Kudba"... But if a person is asked: 
"What is your surname?", he/she should say his/her surname form 
without a- prefix (if a surname stem has no a- prefix). Gumba, 
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Kwadzba, Kudba, etc. The same forms without a prefix are used 
when a person’s name and surname are pronounced together: Tamaz 
Gumba, Shwarakh Kudzba, Anzor Kudba... These rules are often 
broken in Abkhazian speech spread in Abkhazia and the variants of 
the same surnames are considered to be independent surnames and 
became official forms (e. g.: in Abkhazia Hashba and Ahashba are 
considered to be independent surnames...). In the speech of the 
Abkhazians living in Ajaria just such parallel variants occur. Though 
these variants have not been considered to be independent surnames 
yet. 

During the expedition our group noted, that among the 
Abkhazians living in Ajaria same person often had two names: one is 
official, passport name and the other is domestic by what family 
members, relatives neighbors and friends address. E. g., such pairs 
are: Dursun and Memed, Tengiz and Ismet, Svetlana and Suri, 
Miktat and Israpil... One narrator explains this phenomenon as thus: 
"In old times there was such tradition: if somebody had one son he 
was given two names. This happened not only in Ajaria but there [in 
Abkhazia] as well. Domination of Georgian names began in Ajaria 
during the Soviet Union, since the period when my father was a 
school-child, about from the beginning of the 40s". 

The second name was not usually pronounced before a 
stranger and he/she was presented by a passport name. During telling 
the histories they name close relatives by a domestic name. During 
the first expedition in the village Adlia one respondent woman 
named her official name Shoret (Shoret is grown up by an 
Abkhazian grandmother). She noted, that She had the other name. In 
spite of pealing she did not tell us her second name. During the 
second expedition, when we again visited her, her neighbor 
addressed her by domestic Abkhazian name – Shuta. Thus, in this 
way we knew her second name. 

A passport name of Miktat Israpil Kaitamba is Miktat. 
Miktat’s mother liked the sounding of the name Israpil when one rich 
man had been addressed as "Israpil-Bei, Israpil-Bei" and she called 
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her son Israpil-Bei for several times. In this way Miktat was given 
the second name – Israpil. 

According to narrating of our Abkhazian respondents their 
ancestors were given two names: Dashnik and Ondal, Dursun and 
Memed... These informations attest, that giving two names to their 
children was tradition for Abkhazians before migration from 
Abkhazia. One of the bases of this customs should be Abkhazian 
tradition of name tabooing that is called in Abkhazian Akhydzshara 
(’not being on speaking terms’) and implies the following: in a 
husband’s family the pronouncing the names of her husband’s 
parents, uncles, brothers-in-laws is forbidden to a wife (daughter-in-
law). If a daughter-in-law needs to speak about these persons, she 
has to name them by other name. Owing to this a daughter-in-law 
gives a new name to husband’s relatives (as a rule, this name should 
not consist of those sounds which occur in tabooing names). All 
relatives know what name was given to a husband’s relatives by a 
daughter-in-law and if they like its sounding they themselves use 
these names. In this way two names were given and are being given 
to a person among the Abkhazians. 

It is noteworthy, that according to our respondents’ 
information in the first and following generations of the Abkhazians 
who had settled in Ajaria Muslim names were mostly spread: 
Akhmed, Memed, Dursun, Israpil, Miktat, Osman, Ismet...; Khatije, 
Peride, Khenipe, Aishe, Asida, Saida, Nazie... Since the middle of 
the 20th c. Georgian and foreign anthroponyms spread among the 
Georgians were actively multified  among them: Akaki, Anzor, 
Mamuka, Giorgi, Davit, Vakhtang, Zurab...; Mariam, Nino, Nato, 
Meri, Aniko, Mzia, Guliko, Tamar, Eka... In this period children  
rarely but still were given Russian names. 

At present most of children are given Georgian names, rarely 
Abkhazian names. In believer families children are given the names 
relevantly with religious orientation. 
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§ 3. Demographic situation of the 
Abkhazians living in Ajaria 

 
According to census in 1959, 1970, 1979 and 1989 in the 

Autonomic Republic of Ajaria the number and specific proportion 
of Georgians and Abkhazians was thus: 

Schedule №14 
 1959 1970 1979 1989 
total 
population 

245286 309768 354224 392432 

Georgian 178661 
72,8% 

236928 
76,5% 

283872 
80,1% 

324813 
82,8% 

Abkhazian 1157 
0,5% 

1361 
0,4% 

1508 
0,4% 

1636 
0,4% 

As it is seen from this schedule, unfortunately in the soviet 
period the proportion of Abkhazians in the region population was 
low and ranged within the limits of 0,4-0,5%. From the quantitative 
viewpoint, Georgians, Russians, Armenians, Ukrainians, Greeks, 
Jews exceeded them (only in 1959, in following period the number 
of Jews was decreased owing to their repatriation to Israel). 

Abkhazians’ proportion was also low in the population of Batu-
mi, though their specific proportion  was higher then in whole Ajaria. 

 
Schedule №25 

 1959 1970 1979 1989 
total population 82328 100603 122292 136930 
Georgian 46181 

48,8% 
53185 
52,9% 

73126 
59,8% 

90253 
65,9% 

Abkhazian 484 
0,6% 

615 
0,6% 

665 
0,5% 

951 
0,7% 

                                                 
4 The source: social-economic information committee at the Supreme 
Council of the Georgian republic. National consisting of the population of 
Georgia. Statistic collection Tbilisi, 1991, p.p. 8-9. 
5 The source: social-economic information committee at the Supreme 
Council of the Georgian republic. National consisting of the population of 
Georgia. Statistic collection Tbilisi, 1991, p.p. 8-9. 
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As the schedule №2 confirms, during 30 years, in the town 
population a large proportion belonged to the migrants of non-
Georgian and non-Abkhazian nation: Russians, Armenians, 
Ukrainians, Greeks. This factor played a great role in language 
orientation of the Abkhazians living in Batumi (see below). It is also 
noticeable, that the number of the Abkhazians living in the town was 
evidently increased between 1979-1989 (during ten years increasing 
took place by 1/3). This of course was not the result of demographic 
explosion neither a new surge of Abkhazians had  moved from 
Abkhazia – the urbanization process moved in an active phase: the 
Abkhazian youth moved from villages to towns where there were 
good conditions for bettering social and finance conditions (in big 
cities it seemed to be easy to study, to master profession, to get a job, 
to make a career...). This also influenced on language situation of 
local Abkhazians (see below). 

 
According to the same census, in the Khelvachauri region (in 

1959 it was called the Batumi region)  including those villages  where 
Abkhazians lived, the ethno-demographic situation was as thus: 

 
Schedule №36 
 

 1959 1970 1979 1989 
total 
population 

428770 61905 7160 82243 

Georgian 35011 
81,7% 

53546 
86,5% 

64721 
90,4% 

75861 
92,2% 

Abkhazian 651 
1,5% 

714 
1,2% 

821 
1,1% 

646 
0,8% 

 

                                                 
6 The source: social-economic information committee at the Supreme 
Council of the Georgian republic. National consisting of the population of 
Georgia. Statistic collection Tbilisi, 1991, p.p. 58-59. 
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As it is seen from this information, the proportion  of 
Abkhazians in the population of the Khelvachauri region was too 
low, though a little higher then in Batumi and in whole Ajaria. It is 
clear that between 1979-1089 the number of Abkhazians and their 
proportion in the region population was significantly decreased. 
These data confirm that during this decade the rate of the 
Abkhazians’ urbanization was increased and about 200 
Abkhazians moved to Batumi (cf.: the schedule №2). 

An observation on the data of last four censuses in the soviet 
period shows that in whole Autonomic Republic of Ajaria during 30 
years  (from 1959 till 1989) the number of Abkhazians was naturally 
increased by 479 souls, in Batumi – 467 individuals, though in the 
same period the number of Abkhazians was decreased by 5 
individuals. These data persuaded us, that in Ajaria the Abkhazians 
had good demographic situation and their number was evidently 
risen through natural increasing if we do not take into account the 
rising of urbanization level  and Abkhazians moved to towns that 
broke the rate of their demographic increasing in villages (the 
process was decreased). As it is generally well-know, a town 
population tries to plan a birthrate and avoids possessing of many 
children. Owing to this a high rate of urbanization exposes the future 
of minority ethnic group to danger and sooner or later it will 
influence on general size of this ethnos. 

In the post-soviet period general census of population was 
taken in Georgia, in 2002. According to this census ethno-
demographic situation of Ajaria is as thus: 
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    Schedule №47 
 

 Ajaria Batumi Khelvachauri 
region 

total population 376016 121806 90843 
Georgian 351132 

93,3% 
104313 
85,6% 

88321 
97,2% 

Abkhazian 1558 
0,4% 

800 
0,6% 

645 
0,7% 

 
In 2002 comparatively with the census in 1989 specific 

proportion of Abkhazians in whole Ajaria was unchangeable 
(0,4%), in the Batumi population the same proportion was decreased 
according to two censuses to 0,1% (it was 0,7%, it is 0,6%), in the 
Khelvachauri region it was decreased to 0,1% (it was 0,8%, it is 
0,7%). 

In 2002 comparatively with the census in 1989 in whole Ajaria 
a total number of Abkhazians was increased to 78 individuals, in 
Batumi it was also increased to 151 individuals and in the 
Khelvachauri region 1 individual was lacked. Overall when in soviet 
period in Ajaria the increasing of Abkhazian population was 
noticeably between the censuses, in post-soviet period the 
decreasing tendency in Abkhazians is clearly seen. We believe, 
that this is caused by some factors: 

1. common small number of Abkhazians ethnic group 
conditions the limitation of quantitative increasing; 

2. in this group of Abkhazians possessing of many children is 
rare; 

3. a great number of Abkhazian women of fartile age get 
married  a man of other nation (mostly Georgian). Owing to this their 
children are of father’s nation. Abkhazian men of the same age, like 

                                                 
7 The source: Statistic State Department of Georgia. Main results of the first 
general national census of the population of Georgia in 2002. Statistic 
collection. Tbilisi, 2004, schedule №22, p. 60. 
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local Georgian men, owing to material hardship avoid getting 
married and if they get married they do not dare to have more then 
one child; 

4. 20 years’ economic collapse of post-soviet period, 
increasing of unemployment, migration of great part of employable 
population to abroad influenced on Abkhazians as well; 

5. a small part of the Ajaria’s Abkhazians after finishing an 
Abkhazian episode of the Russia-Georgia war in 1992-1993 moved to 
Abkhazia. But difficult political, economic and social situation existed 
there made them to return back. Other reason of returning some 
respondents named thus: in Abkhazia we were offered to live in 
Georgians’ flats. We could not do it, for on the example of our 
ancestors we know well what means to be expatriated from own living 
place. We can not be happy at the expense  of others’ unhappiness. 

We hope, that developing trends of touring infrastructure, 
trade and reconstructing will influence well and Abkhazians’ 
demographic situation will be changed positively. 

 
 

§ 4. Types of Abkhazians’ settlement 
 
Today the Ajaria’s Abkhazians are characterized by clearly 

expressed sense of indigenousness. Some remembered an elder 
generation’s narrating according to which in Ajaria Muhajirs 
appeared accidently. At that time the group which was expatriated 
from Abkhazia and settled in Turkey, was not allowed to settle in the 
deepness of the territory of Turkey by Turks and they were stopped 
just in Ajaria. The other group of Abkhazians moved from the deep 
territory of Turkey hoping to return to Abkhazia but Russian 
authority did not allow them to move beyond Ajaria – in 1880 the 
emperor of Russia officially gave the Abkhazian people a status of 
"Guilty people", that was cancelled only in 1907. Owing to this 
returning of expatriated Abkhazians  to Abkhazia was favorable for 
Russia. 
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         This group refused to settle in Turkey that was strange for it 
and stayed in Ajaria which landscape is similar with of Abkhazia. 
They had good-neighborly relation and close kinship with Georgians 
before Muhajiring. Apart from this a religious aspect had great 
importance – a part of local Georgians (Ajarians) were Muslims like 
the Abkhazian Muhajirs. 

After arriving in Ajaria Abkhazians have not formed a 
mono-ethnic settlements. They settled into small groups with 
several households on unused territory of Batumi (e. g. around the 
Nurie lake near the present Batumi State University) and in already 
existed Georgian villages. Each Abkhazian respondent underlines, 
that their Muhajir ancestors settled on unused lands, mainly on 
boggy places, where they developed economy thanks to hard work 
and settled down. In a town as well as villages these first Abkhazian 
settlements were based on the principle of kinship: brothers, cousins, 
members of the one family clan settled side by side. Then owing to 
some reasons (widening the town’s bounders, drying out of marshes, 
constructiong of roads, streets and new districts...) it began inner 
micro-migration of Abkhazians: families moved from one village to 
another, from a village to a town, from one district of a town to 
another. Owing to this in Batumi several districts are called 
Apkhazebis ubani “Abkhazians’ district” (in so called Garadoki, 
Pivzaodi...). But at present only a small number of Abkhazians were 
left there. 

At present majority of Batumi’s Abkhazians is dispersed in 
whole town, of villages only in Peria and Angisa there are districts, 
where Abkhazians live near to each other. In other villages a number 
of Abkhazian families is small and there are no districts as well. A 
part of town-dweller and villager Abkhazians live in one-two storied 
stone, break and block houses with a yard built with own resources 
(wooden houses are rare), and which are not differ from neighbor 
Georgians’ houses from architectonics viewpoint. The houses of a 
village population have wider plots of land around it then it is a yard 
of a town house. Yards are walled off with plaited wire  fence, with 
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metal or wooden palisade. It has a main gate. Besides a living house 
in a yard there are a toilet, hen-house, a shed, a garage. A great 
attention is paid to the fact that an yard part from a house to a gate 
looks beautifully: to this purpose they specially sow green grass 
(ryegrass), beautiful decorative flowers, shady trees. On the ground 
floor of a house there is a big room with a fireplace where members 
of a family gather. Next to it there can be one or more bed-rooms. A 
large room on the first floor is for receiving a honored guest. The 
rooms next to it are mainly guests’ bed-rooms. Usually, the rooms on 
the first floor are furnished with best furniture. 

In villages besides an yard they have a kitchen garden and 
arable land. Many of them have a citrus garden (of mandarin, orange, 
lemon). On hidden place of an yard there is a cow-house. 

As regards the Abkhazians living in town blocks, their flats are 
the part of many-storied houses built according to soviet standards. 
They do not differ from the flats of neighbors of other nation either 
by structure or furniture. 

Even though the Abkhazians living in villages have private 
economy, they live in suburbs of Batumi and most of them work in 
the town. Not a long time ago in 2009 all those villages where 
Abkhazians live were officially acceded to Batumi and relevant 
pseudo-urban features, which they had before, were more evidenced. 
Thus, the Abkhazians of modern Ajaria are the population of 
urban-type residents relevantly with the urban context 
characteristic of the tows of Georgia. 

The informants of elder generation living in villages 
remembered, that in their childhood many Abkhazians had had 
patskhes  (thatched wattle huts), wealthier people had had oda-
houses (upper storey of wooden house on piles) on stone columns – 
akwaskya. Later they began to build stone houses of Georgian type. 
Respondents also noted, that some families had had a specially built 
house amhara for a newly-weds  and a small motel house 
asasaayrta. Less wealthy people had separated rooms for newly-
weds and for a guest. 
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In Ajaria Abkhazians feel themselves at home, though by 
nationality they considered themselves Abkhazians. But the studying 
the identity comprehensively clears up, that they explain their 
difference from other Georgians not by national but by local 
peculiarity. It accounts for the fact, that they can not name 
differential peculiarities from Georgians: traditions, cuisine, 
anecdotes, temper, visual signs, attitude towards history. It is 
evidenced, that they subconsciously suffering about a great interest 
towards their origin after an Abkhazian war for they do not want to 
feel themselves differently in native environment. Their kind 
attitude towards our expedition was conditioned by Abkhazian 
speech of expedition members and the brochure published on the 
basis of the first expedition and which then appeared to be the best 
visiting card for the second expedition. Many respondents told us, 
that many group had come to them with different political and social 
questions. They are often asked if they want to return to Abkhazia. 
For them Abkazia is not a separate homeland, it is a part of Georgia. 
What do we answer? Before when there was no problem to go there, 
we have not moved there because here is our home. Now it is more 
difficult to go there. Why should we go there?" 

During answering to a questionnaire majority of Abkhazians 
wish to generation to live in this part. They did not use to leave a 
living place by their own will to move to another place. They want to 
settle in other’s house neither. Here we will bring a typical example: 
according to many narrators’ narrating in Batumi there lived Kurds 
who then (after the 2nd world war) were expatriated. In the period of 
Kurds’ expatriation Abkhazians began to settle in Batumi from the 
village Minda. When the Kurds had been expatriated their houses 
were empty. One respected Abkhazian Peride Atsanba was 
summoned, who at present works in Moscow and is a professor of 
medicine, and he was offered to choose any houses Abkhazians 
liked. Peride Atsanba took it offensive and said: "We do not settle in 
others’ houses from where the owners have gone with the tearful 
eyes". 
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Even though a small size this group of Abkhazians is unique 
with its features: a big part of local Abkhazians came from the 
territory of present Gudauta and Gagra regions, where the Bzyp 
dialect of Abkhazian with its different sub-dialects was spread till 
1867. After settling in Ajaria the Abkhazians who had come from 
Bzyp preserved that speech variant which is not preserved in 
Abkhazia. This speech was researched by an Abkhazian linguist 
Ema Kilba (her research supervisor was Acad. Ketevan 
Lomtatidze) in the 70-80s of the 20th century. She was mainly 
interested in phonetic, morphological, syntactical and lexical 
structure.8 According to Abkhazian colleague’s conclusion, in the 
speech of the Abkhazians living in Ajaria two sub-dialects are 
distinguished of Peria and Angisa. The speech of the Abkhazians 
living in Peria, Mnatobi, Salibauri, Kveda Sameba, Chelta, Tsharnali 
and a part of Abkhazians living in Batumi belongs to Perian sub-
dialect. The speech of the Abkhazians living in Angisa, Minda, 
Kakhaberi and the second part of the Abkhazians living in Batumi 
belongs to Angisian sub-dialect.9 E. Kilba established that at the end 
of the 70-80s of the 20th c. specific features brought from Abkhazia 
(especially in sounding structure) were better preserved in the speech 
of Abkhazian elder generation who spoke Perian sub-dialect and the 
Abkhasians speaking Angisian sub-dialect had already forgotten 
these peculiarities.10 But a language always changes and during the 
passed 40 years in the speech of Ajaria’s Abkhazians different 
changes appeared. These changes should be especially researched. 

According to preliminary data in the Abkhazian speech of the 
Ajaria’s Abkhazians the process of breaking tendency of those 9 
specific consonants characteristic of the Bzyp dialect of Abkhazian 
and which according to E. Kilba’s observation, 30 years ago were 
still preserved in Abkhazian elder generation speaking a Perian sub-
                                                 
8 E. Kilba. Peculiarities of the speech of  Batumian Abkhazians. Tbilisi, 
1983 (in Russian). 
9 ibid. p. 8. 
10 ibid. p.p. 10-15. 
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dialect was almost over. These sounds are heard only in the speech 
of old men, but rarely. Also the vocabulary reflecting the 
peculiarities of Abkhazian ethnographic life is being forgotten that is 
the result of influence of the modern scientific-technical progress – it 
is a general regularities that e. g.: when any subject is not never used 
and this or that traditional ritual is not observed the words denoting a 
relevant subject and the words connected with a ritual are out of use. 

Ethnographic and ethnological peculiarities of the Abkhazians 
living in Ajaria were monographically researched by an Abkhazian 
ethnologist Galina Kopeshavidze. But after publishing this author’s 
work11 during the passed years noteworthy changes took place in 
ethnological reality of the Ajaria’s Abkhazians. After disintegration 
of the Soviet Union archival funds which had been closed before, 
were opened and now it is possible to research those historical 
processes which were not available before to be researched. 

 
 

§ 5. Characteristics of language identity of the Ajaria’s 
Abkhazians 

 
For linguistics, in particular for dialectology the Ajaria’s 

Abkhazians’ speech is interesting first of all due to its dialectal 
peculiarities. This population has been living in Ajaria almost half a 
century and dialectal peculiarities brought together with their settling 
are lesser but still noticeable. It should be noted  that this group of 
Abkhazians can restore the contacts with its own living place – with 
different regions of Abkhazia (Gagra, Gudauta, Sokhumi, 
Ochamchire, Gulripsh regions from where they were expatriated) 
after emancipating from Ajaria’s Turkish administration and 
returning to Georgia. But dialectal isolation was not over with it in 
Tsarizm and soviet period. The point is that majority of the present 

                                                 
11 G. Kopeshavidze. Culture and life of the Abkhazians living in Ajaria 
(historical-ethnographic essay). Tbilisi, 1985 (in Russian). 
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generation’s ancestors has come from present Gagra and Gudauta 
regions where that Abkhazian speech was spread which was 
disappeared from that part. Owing to this the Ajaria’s Abkhazians 
has never contacted with the Abkhazians of that area. Even though it 
is clear, that territorial speech individuality has still preserved in this 
population up-to-date. 

Bilingualism and diglossive diversity of the Ajaria’s 
Abkhazians focuses the interest of general linguists and in particular 
of sociolinguists. According to this standpoint the Ajaria’s 
Abkhazians can be divided into too groups: 

1. Proper Abkhazian families where parents are Abkhazians 
and children begin to speak Abkhazian, though they instantly know 
Georgian for almost everywhere the surroundings of such families is 
Georgian and Georgian-Abkhazian. Our respondents confirm, that in 
their childhood they often contacted with their grandparents in 
Abkhazian. It should be mentioned, that such so called "clear" 
(unmixed) Abkhazian families are rare not only today but in previous 
generation as well when Georgians got married  Turks rarely  
Armenians and Russians. The descendant of such so called "clear 
Abkhazians" is considered to have a competent knowledge of 
Abkhazian and when we wanted to record Abkhazians text they 
pointed to them: "They know good Abkhazian". Even the 
representatives of this "clear Abkhazian" group consider themselves 
to know "gook Abkhazian", but non-literary, as they have not 
acquired knowledge in Abkhazian. It could be said, that Abkhazian-
Georgian (sometimes Abkhazian-Russian) bilingualism can be 
noticeable in this group, that is supplied by present contacts with 
Abkhazia, where as they say, they contact with their relatives in 
villages in Abkhazian, though they note that the Abkhazian "there" is 
different from their speech. According to inner diglossive 
differentiation Abkhazia’s Abkhazians consider Abkhazian 
prestigious and they give a in low quality to their speech. 

We believe, that specific syncretistic oral Abkhazian variant 
(dialectal peculiarities of the Muhajir period, "filled" through 
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restored contacts with Abkhazia during the times and interferencive 
process of Ajarian dialect of Georgian) formed mainly in Ajaria 
should functions in the population. This variant is a consistent part of 
Georgian-Abkhazian bilingualism. Here it should be added, that 
digloss rarely implies the knowledge of different languages, but 
under this interpretation differently from bilingualisms, diglossia 
means the knowing of two sub-system of different national language, 
each of them is used only in certain sphere of communication. Such 
kind of diglossia does not imply bilingualism, in which functional 
distribution between two using languages can be wiped out or never 
existed. A main condition of a diglossia of any type is to be made a 
conscious choice among the different communicative tools by a 
speaker and to use such tools, which will provide good 
communication in a given sphere of a contact. In the Georgian 
speech of the Ajaria’s Abkhazians one can hear Batumian version of 
Ajarian dialect without any defect as well as diglossive layer of 
literary Georgian which repeats the speech peculiarities of Ajarians 
of the Batumi suburb with intonation exactness and their Abkhazian 
speech is greatly different from both dialects of Abkhazian as well as 
literary Abkhazia. 

2. A great part of Ajaria’s Abkhazians is from Geogian-
Abkhazian families. They speak with pleasure about the 
peculiarities of both genetic line, they do nod differ from each other 
relatives from a mother and father’s side, they naturally consider 
domination of Georgian in their speech and thinking, though they 
have love for Abkhazian and recall, that in past, when elder 
generation was alive, they spoke Abkhazian better. Even though the 
members of this group know Abkhazian, they conditionally can be 
called bilinguals, for a little Abkhazian (basically vocabulary) is used 
in their everyday life. Their Georgian speech does not seem to be 
influenced by non-Georgian language system. From the socio-
linguistic standpoint their Georgian speech contains diglossive 
peculiarities of literary Georgian and Ajarian dialect and not of 
Abkhazian-Georgian bilingualisms. In this case we use the term 
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diglossia under Charles Fergusson’s interpretation ("two or more 
kinds of the same language used by some speakers in different 
situation") and note, that all our respondents spoke good Georgian 
and skillfully used dialectal and literary Georgian in accordance with 
social contexts of communicative situations. 

3. Georgian-Abkhazian families who almost do not know 
Abkhazian. Basically the youth does not know Abkhazian. It should 
be said, that they have great love for their Abkhazian roots. They 
note, that they will learn Abkhazian with pleasure. They had great 
interest towards our expedition and had great eager to know the 
address of the Institute of Abkhazian Language and Culture at the 
Sokhumi State University and the possibility to learn Abkhazian. 
They showed great attention to the student-members of our 
expedition who learnt Abkhazian. It is noteworthy, that almost most 
of them was interested in motivation of our institute’s work and 
asked our students (of whom nobody were Abkhazian) the reasons of 
arisen interest for Abkhazian. As far as expedition questionnaires 
demanded from them to know the motivation of interest in learning 
Abkhazian, these motivation issues had been the object of frequent 
talking. According to their answers, a principal motivation is thus: 
"As I am a half Abkhazian, I should know Abkhazian". In this 
respect, the expression "a half Abkhazian" mainly differs the kinship 
of Georgian and Abkhazian surnames  from mother and father’s side, 
but in the case of a distant ancestor they specify "My grandmother 
was Abkhazian" and "My grandfather (from mother’s side) is/was 
Abkhazian"... 

It is noteworthy, that during the second expedition, two 
Abkhazian fellows Giorgi Ashba and Mamuka Pamba visited us at 
the hotel. They have come especially to thank us: "Though to our 
shamefully we do not know Abkhazian we are thankful that you 
Georgians learn our language and life of our people". 

According to census in 2002 a half of Ajaria’s Abkhazians 
does not know Abkhazian. This data was confirmed in our research 
as well. 
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Language competence of researching contingent can not be 
simply defined. Respondents named those different languages which 
they knew. It was cleared up, that almost all Abkhazian 
respondents had known more then one language (with different 
degree) and they had known the knowledge of these languages in 
detail (in which language they read well, average or badly, which 
language they spoke, in which language they wrote, etc.). In them 
speech codes (languages) and sub-codes (dialects, styles) which 
contain social-communicative system are functionally distributed. 
An Abkhazian girls (whose mother was Georgian) told us: 

"My father known Abkhazian well. When his relatives arrive 
they talk friendly. Who pays attention to me! when they begin their 
talking has no ending" (Manana Achamba). 

A respondent’s these words mean that the same contingent of 
speakers which contains a language society, knows the common 
collection of communicative tools and uses them according to 
communication conditions.  

Even according to spheres of language using the distinctly 
limited language stratas appeared: a big part of respondents named 
Russian as an education language (main part of respondents have 
acquired education in soviet period), town-dwellers mostly use 
Russian them Georgian in reading newspapers, watching TV, 
listening to music, communicating with neighbors. A young 
generation prefers mainly Georgian (majority) and English for 
communicating, acquiring education, obtaining information and 
entertainment. Certainly these changes are caused by common 
situation existing in the country. 

The Abkhazian population imposed responsibility of Muhajir 
tragedy on Russian empire, but it could not get rid of using Russian 
yet. A part of Abkhazians has been using Russian in a family and 
administrative communication up-to-date. Only sphere where 
Russian was not fixed in a form is a praying language. 

A large number of respondents who names Russian as a 
mother language along with Abkhazian and Georgian is noteworthy 
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(25% of respondents), that is supported by other answers: e. g.: it is 
cleared up that 45,8% of Ajaria’s Abkhazians has acquired education 
in Russian, 83,3% writes in Russian well, 79,2% speaks Russian well 
and this happens then when 8,3% writes in Abkhazian well and 
33,3% speaks fluently. We should focus our attention on the fact: 
this happens mostly in the region settled with Georgians and not 
in non-Georgian surroundings. 

A high degree of integration in Russian language-cultural 
space of the Ajaria’s Abkhazians is reflected in the following data: 
50% of respondents noted, that they often had to use Russian. Many 
respondents also noted that they communicated with the members of 
their family in Russian. 

That inertia which preserves the prestige and practical 
meaning of Russian in this group of population is the result of just 
soviet language policy. In particular, it was clarified, that 50% of 
respondents had advised their children to learn Russian. 

The given statistic data clearly show that not very long time 
ago in the soviet period in Ajaria ASSR Abkhazians clearly 
striving not towards the Georgian world but towards the 
Russian-cultural (and not ethnic) world. But this fact has its 
causes: as we saw above (see § 3, schedules) in the last 30 years of 
the soviet regime in Batumi a great contingent of non-Georgian and 
non-Abkhazian population was represented (in 1959 – 50,6%, in 
1989 – 43,4%). Due to this in this town Russian was dominated and 
had the function of inter-ethnic communicating language and was 
considered to be a prestigious language. In town there were many 
Russian schools, in summers due to the abundance of guests from 
soviet union Russian was basically heard in streets, markets, service 
centers... There were the armies of Ministry of Defense, Ministry of 
Internal Affairs and Committee of Security of USSR, units of Navy. 
The number of generals, officers and soldiers was kept secret. These 
military units had their "garadoks" (towns) where generals, admirals 
and officers’ families lived. Thus, actually in Batumi the number of 
non-Georgian and non-Abkhazian population is more then it was 
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reflected in official statistics. Even Georgians and Abkhazians 
worked in these military offices and knowledge of Russian was 
essential for them. A high degree of knowledge of Russian among 
Abkhazians was the result just of these factors and influencing of 
Russificative language policy. 

Even though among Abkhazians Russian still remains 
prestigious and practically essential language during answering the 
questionnaires and in interviews respondents underline the necessity 
of good knowing of Abkhazian as well as Georgian and they have 
noteworthy viewpoints on this issue; e. g.: in oral interviews they 
skeptically noted, that a great number of middle and young 
Abkhazians does not know or know Abkhazian badly. 

Opening of a Sunday school of Abkhazian under initiative 
of Svetlana and Anzor Kudbas expressed hope for the Abkhazians 
living in Batumi. Age of school attendants ranges from 10 to 65, 
among them there are true Abkhazians, members of Abkhazian-
Georgian families and true Georgians. Unfortunately the school is 
located in a narrow flat of its founders that affects a school work. 

It should be said here: respondents’ answers (forms, interviews) 
show, that young generation is oriented on Georgian and 
Abkhazian languages. Parents as well as children considered the best 
knowledge of Georgian and Abkhazian. Almost all respondents, even 
though they knew or did not know or knew Abkhazian badly had 
eager to know their mother language better (language of his/her 
mother or grandparents – Abkhazian) along with Georgian. 

 "Unfortunately, the youth does not know Abkhazian well, but 
not anywhere: e. g.: in Bartskhana, Kakhaberi, Angisa there are 
many Abkhazians. There they spoke Abkhazian clearly. In old times 
they spoke Abkhazian clearly, as well" – said one respondent. 

A school-girl Nino Dzindzibadze who studies at the Batumi 
Sunday School for learners of Abkhazian, says: "I am Georgian, but 
my mother is Abkhazian. Should I know Abkhazian? It is a shame, if 
somebody talks with me and I won’t able to understand, what he/she 
says". 
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"Distributing" of languages or their sub-systems according to 
their using spheres may not  be evident: of languages or one of sub-
systems can  exceed in a given sphere, but using of elements of other 
languages and sub-systems is possible. 

It could be said, that in a given stage of researching language 
competency of the Ajaria’s Abkhazians can be estimated 
differently: 

a) Abkhazian-Russian bilingualism – Abkhazians of elder 
and middle age; 

b) Abkhazian-Georgian bilingualism – mainly Abkhazians 
of elder and middle generation; 

c) Abkhazians who know Georgian, a little Abkhazian and 
average Russian – mostly children of mixed, Abkhazian-
Georgian families; 

d) Abkhazian-Georgian-Russian trilingualism – 
Abkhazians of elder and middle age. 

Though it should be mentioned, that on the research stage it is 
difficult confirm interference fact and degree of multi-lingualism. 

As it was said, a great number of Ajaria’s Abkhazians knows 
Georgian well. To the question "Should the Abkhazians living in 
Ajaria know Georgian well?" 87,5% of respondents answered 
positively. They had their own position why should they had to know 
this language. In particular, 33,3% of them considers, that they should 
have to know Georgian due to respect for state, 29,1% says that they 
consider themselves as Georgians and it is essential to know Georgian, 
12,5% thinks that it is essential for his/her success, the same percent 
thinks that this language will help them in better integration. 

75% of the Ajaria’s Abkhazians considers that the local 
Abkhazians  should know Abkhazian well. Their answers were 
motivated by three noteworthy factors: 

1. "I consider myself  Abkhazian" – 54,1%; 
2. "To preserve my nationality" – 50%; 
3. "To respect my ancestors" – 25%. 
In another words, for the respondents of this category 
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consider Abkhazian as the main factor for preserving ethnic 
identity and it should be valued and taken into account. 

It was noteworthy, that as it was said, the respondents of elder 
and middle age (from 35 to 80) along Georgian, Abkhazian and 
Russian name Turkish (majority defines the degree of knowledge of 
Turkish by average graph), which in people who has acquired 
education in the soviet period should be have less spread. The 
knowledge of Turkish in the Ajaria’s Abkhazians of elder age (that 
can not be explained as a result of simplifying a border regime and 
intensive economic contacts with Turkey) confirms again that 
tolerance of the population of the researching region of Georgia was 
always a good environment for preserving any language. Here 
regional tradition is importance, as well: Turkish was only official 
language till 1878 in Ajaria and it was used by everyone who had to 
leave a mono-ethnic surroundings. Knowledge of this language was 
considered to be necessary even in later periods (in soviet period as 
well) by Muslim Georgians, Abkhazians, Greeks, Armenians, Kurds 
and others. Certainly, this factor has influenced on spreading Turkish 
among Abkhazians, as well. 
 
 

§ 6. Issue of religious identity of the 
Ajaria’s Abkhazians 

 
Majority of Abkhazian respondents were indifferent towards 

the religion. They have a poor knowledge in religious issues, they 
can not differ such definitions as: Catholic Christian and Orthodox 
Christian, Sunni and Shiite Muslim and others. 

Even though among the respondents Muslims (especially in 
villages) and Orthodox Christians are partially represented equally 
and we didn’t meet with the followers of other religious confessions. 

For 64,7% a praying language is Georgian, for 29,4% – 
Abkhazian, for two persons – Russian, for one person – Turkish and 
for one man – Arabian. 
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17,6% of the respondents goes to the praying house 
systematically. Respondents consider education to be a basic factor: 
majority underline the role of a family in it. 

To the question: "Do you wand your children to be believers?" 
58,8% answered positively. 

There were different viewpoints on the issue of exemplary 
nationality. Respondents named the following the exemplary nations 
(according to the decrease of portion of surnames: Georgians, Turks 
and Abkhazians (three these ethnoses on the same level), generally 
Caucasians, Jews, Arabians, generally Europeans. 

Muslim Abkhazians are interested in getting information about 
Christianity vice versa Christian Abkhazians are interested in getting 
information about Islam. A great number of Muslim Abkhazians 
named the reason of their interest toward Christianity: they live in 
Christian country. 

A noteworthy resource is the fact, that Abkhazians are 
tolerance towards the people of any other confessions and it often 
happens when there is Christian as well as Muslim in the same 
family;12 e. g.: according to catechist of Batumi Catholic Church 
Mzia Gelenava’s information their church has only one Catholic 
Abkhazian woman M. Ch. who has chosen this confession with 
respect of her husband but she had a Muslim brother and Orthodox 
Christian sisters. 

It is noteworthy, that according to surveys and interviews the 
majority of the Abkhazian youth and a great part of middle-aged 
Abkhazians are striving towards the Christianity. These data were 

                                                 
12 In this respect, religious syncretism, when the same person considers 
himself/herself as a follower of different religious confession was and is 
still characteristic of the great part of the Abkhazians living in Abkhazia. In 
Ajaria many Abkhazians can not be certain of their  in his/her religious 
feelings. They often told us: "I am not either Christian or Muslim", "I am 
not a believer, but I celebrate Bayram (Muslim feast) as well as Easter", "I 
consider myself to be Christian but I celebrate Bayram, as well for my 
parents were Muslims". 
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confirmed on the 31 August, 2011 when the Catholicos-Patriarch of 
All Georgia, Metropolitan of Bitchvinta and Tskhum-Abkhazeti Ilia 
II christened 35 Abkhazians at the Batumi Virgin Mary’s Nativity 
Cathedral Church. Among the baptized people there were newborns, 
teenagers and middle-aged persons. 

We confirmed some facts of existing the traces of paganisms 
among Abkhazians; e. g.: it is appeared, that when Abkhazians have 
settled in Adlia, there they chose a "holy forest" where they used to 
enter in especial situation and performed a sacral ritual. Other fact in 
the Chambas’ family we were shown old iron and copper things of 
their ancestors, among there were them smith’s tools. These things 
were considered to be relic for a narrator’s grandparents. The 
Chambas do not use them today but they keep them. We believe that 
such attitude towards a smith’s tools is not accidental: in old times a 
smith and a smithy had a sacral meaning for Abkhazians. It is noted 
in the ethnographic literature of the 19th c.13 that trade of a smith who 
melt a strong metal and made different useful things and tools, 
should had been more surprising for primitive people. When a 
human-being began this, trade it was hard for primitive people to 
imagine that a human-being could do this job without helping of 
devious and treacherous means. According to Petre Tcharaia’s 
ethnographic description, in Abkhazia a smith and a blacksmith has 
the same importance as a church and a priest is for a believer 
Christian. The more in the folklore law a smithy or an image of 
shasha bzha had the similar meaning as the Gospel and life-giving 
cross for believer Christians or like the icon of St. George. If 
somebody had to swear in his/her own defend he/she used to swear 
in a smithy (during the swearing he/she used to say: "By the grace of 
this icon" and he/she used to bring hammer down for an anvil). At 
the end of the 19th c. this rule was forbidden, but Abkhazians sworn 
in a smith in a secret form from authority.14 

                                                 
13 P. Tcharaia. Abkhazia and Abkhazians. Tbilisi, 2011, p. 91. 
14 ibid. p. 92. 
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§ 7. Characteristic features of ethnic identity 
of the Ajaria’s Abkhaians 

 
It should be noted, that Ajaria’s Abkhasians are not the only 

ethnos on the settled places. They are not majority, as well. Along 
with them there are Georgians anywhere, in Batumi – citizens of 
other nations as well. 

Even according to anthropology15 and way of life the Ajarian 
Abkhazians are mostly close with Georgian. Their house and yard, 
hospitality, life etiquette are similar with of Georgians. A tone of 
Georgian speech and vocabulary and phraseology exactly reflect 
dialectal (Ajarian) and literary Georgian speech of the Georgians 
living in Batumi and neighboring villages. Similarity is noticeable in 
sense of humor as well, though neither Abkhazian nor Georgians told 
us anecdotes about Abkhazians.16 

For Ajaria’s Abkhazians ethnical conceptual category "we" 
has different meaning: 

1. it implies all Abkhazians regardless any living place, age, 
sex, social status; 

2. it implies all those Abkhazians who live in Ajaria; 
3. it implies all Abkhazians living in Ajaria together with the 

generation of mixed families living there (or those, who has an 
Abkhazian mother, grandmother, father); 

4. for the members of the same mixed families "we" implies 
Abkhazians as well as Georgians without drawing a limit between 
them.17 
                                                 
15 On anthropologic kinship of Abkhazians and Georgians in detail see in 
the book: Anthropologic history of Abkhazians. Tbilisi, 2008 (in Georgian). 
16 Generally, among Georgians there rarely occur the anecdotes about 
Abkhazians. An analogous situation is among Abkhazians. During the 
expedition only one case was confirmed, when a respondent told us an 
anecdote about Gurian and Abkhazian, though in other versions of this 
anecdote instead of Abkhazian there occurs Kakhian. 
17 Due to the abundance of the people of this group it is often heard in 
Ajaria: "We are Georgian Abkhazians". 
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During the surveying the characterizing features of a personal 
identity of respondents were distributed as thus: 

1. Abkhazian identity – 37,5%; 
2. Muslim, Christian, Caucasian – each marker 20,8%; 
3. Georgian identity – 8,3%. 
As we see, for Ajaria’s Abkhazians the main characterizing 

feature of a personal identity is Abkhazian identity that points to 
topicality and high degree of ethnic identity. The fact that Muslim 
and Orthodox Christianity is on an equal level on the one hand 
reflects a religious syncretism and tolerance and highly influencing 
of these two religions among them, on the other hand. 

As regard Caucasian identity as one of the principal features 
of identity other data support its great importance, in particular, to 
the question "Who are you according to regional dividing of the 
world?" the answers were divided into three groups and Caucasian 
identity appeared on the first place: 

1. Caucasian – 40% 
2. European – 33,3% 
3. Asian – 26,6%. 
Respondents’ attitude towards the national features of their 

ethnos is noteworthy. To the question "What do you consider to be 
the best features characterized an Abkhazian?" 21 features were 
named, but of them priority was given to polite, respect of elders, 
conscience, hospitality, devotion and honor. And Abkhazians’ 
principal national dignity the followings were named: hospitality, 
devotion, justness, religious faith (sic!) and generosity. Majority 
of respondents consider that Ajaria’s Abkhazians preserved these 
features well. 

It is pleasant and important that for Abkhazian respondents 
Georgians appeared to be the closest for them people. 83,3% of 
respondents thinks so, the second place occupied Russians (16,6%), 
on the third place – Armenians (12,5%), etc. 

Georgians are the closest for them people in the Caucasus. To 
the question "Which people are close for you in the Caucasus?" the 
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answers were divided as thus: Georgians  -54,1%, Adygians
 -20,8%, Qabardians -20,8%, Russians - 20,8%, Chechens - 
8,3%, Qarachaians - 8,3%,  Balqarians - 8,3%, Armenians  - 
8,3%. 

Respondents’ viewpoints on those features which condition 
the closeness of the Abkhazian and Georgian peoples are 
noteworthy. Majority of them named genetic kinship (33,3%), 
religion appeared on the second place (25%), customs and traditions 
– 16,6%, the same percent – moral principles. 

This issue is connected with the fact, that a big part of 
Abkhazian respondents has got a Georgian mother and a wife, in 
particular, 54,1% of them has an Abkhazian mother, 41,6% – 
Georgian mother, 31,2% of Abkhazians is married at Abkhazian, 
62,5% – Georgian. These numbers point to the fact, that for Ajaria’s 
Abkhazians the best partners are Georgians.18 Besides this 
conditions the fact that a great part of them considers themselves  
Abkhazian as well as  Georgian. 

There is one more essential point: a big part of Georgian 
mothers and wives does not know Abkhazian, they communicate 
with their children in Georgian. Owing to this the number of 
knowledgeable of Abkhazian among children was decreased 
continuously. 

Ajaria’s Abkhazians are potentially good citizens of 
Georgia. They gave such answers to the question: "What markers 
are principal for being a citizen of a country?" 

low-abiding    – 41,6%. 
knowledge of a state language             – 29,2%; 
paying the fee    – 16,6%; 
compulsory military service             – 16,6%. 
Each surveyed Abkhazian and often those Georgian 

                                                 
18 Traditionally, Georgians were considered to be the best marriage partner 
by Abkhazia’s Abkhazians. It is noteworthy, that such attitude is noticeable 
there even today and precedents of Abkhazian-Georgian families frequently 
occurs. 
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respondents whose mother, grandmother and even one member of a 
family was Abkhazian were talking about this side of his/her genetic 
with pleasure. Nowhere there was noticeable a slight sullying of 
Abkhazian prestige, on the contrary, according to express-
interviews recorded by project participant students from 
Batumian Georgians, Georgian respondents characterized the 
Ajaria’s Abkhazians as especially honorable, hard-working, 
customary people. It should be noted, that local Georgians shows 
especial sympathy for Abkhazians and vice versa. 

The project did not aim to research political issues and 
relevantly neither in forms nor in interview there was any question 
about political and military crisis of Abkhazia. But attention of 
expedition members was focused on one fact: 

Georgians and Abkhazians know each other well. Georgians 
as well as Abkhazians simply and without hesitation named 
interesting Abkhazian respondents, characterized them, they wanted 
us to meet them, they remembered in which family they had heard a 
good Abkhazian talking; they supported a Sunday School for 
learners of Abkhazian; they guided us gladly. 

To the question "Have you common kinship with 
Abkhazians?", Georgians answered: "No kinship, but we have good 
neighborhood, friendship... They are the best people. Whether a 
woman or a man, is a pillar of strength". 

All these point to great relation and respect of the 
representatives of the Abkhazian and Georgian nations and 
makes us to imagine a traditional mechanism of peaceful 
cohabitant of Georgians and Abkhazians (of course, when a 
conflict is not inspired by the third power). 
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§ 8. Characteristics of cultural identity 
of the Ajaria’s Abkhazians 

 
Unfortunately, a great part of the Ajaria’s Abkhazians has 

a lack of information on Abkhazian culture. Majority of them can 
not name famous Abkhazian writers, composers, singers, artists, 
scientists. Also many of them firstly saw an Abkhazian Alphabet, 
which is given in the booklet of our institute and in T. Gvantseladze 
and M. Tabidze’s brochure "Identity of the Abkhazians living in 
Ajaria. I. Preliminary outcomes of the first scientific-learning 
expedition". It would not  be bad to find a sponsor who will finance 
the Batumi Sunday School for learning of Abkhazian and will found 
a centre for Abkhazian culture. 

To this point an Abkhazian Council of Elders that was 
founded in Batumi in 2010 and that was blessed by the Catholicos-
Patriarch of All Georgia, Metropolitan of Tskhum-Abkhazeti Ilia II 
has to do much. Functioning of these three organizations will play a 
great role in rising a level of knowledge of a mother-language among 
the Abkhazians living in Ajaria, in surviving an Abkhazian identity 
and popularizing of Abkhazian culture. 

A great striving of Ajaria’s Abkhazians towards the Georgian 
culture was reflected in the answers of the following two questions: 

1. "Which historic hero is your ideal?" (answered 12 persons): 
David Agmashenebeli (David the Builder) – 3; the King Leon – 2; 

St. George, the king Tamar, Ilia Chavchavadze, the King 
Erekle, I. Stalin – one answer. 

2. "Which historical fact do you consider to be your national 
pride?" (answered 6 persons): 

Didgori war – 2; 
Freedom, David Agmashenebeli (David the Builder), 

integration in UN, reviving of independence of Georgia – one 
answer. 

As it is seen from the material obtained during the field work, 
the descendants of Abkhazians Muhajirs know about this or that 
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Abkhazian traditions though they do not keep one part of them. It is 
interesting, what defines the preserving, partial preserving or loosing 
of cultural identity by Abkhazians. According to our observation 
along with other factors it is depended on the fact, whom an 
Abkhazian chooses for a marriage partner, in particular, as it was 
mentioned Abkhazians raised a family and are still raising a family 
with Georgians and with the Abkhazians living in Ajaria and 
Abkhazia. In accordance with the mentioned cases ethnic, language 
and cultural identity of Abkhazians’ families is relevantly different. 
Georgian-Abkhazian mixed families contribute the better integration 
of Abkhazians with local population that makes a basis of preserving 
and continuing of historically kindred genetic and cultural unity of 
these two Caucasian nations. Marriage at Ajaria’s Abkhazian and 
Abkhazia’s Abkhazian gives more possibility to preserve ethnic 
consciousness of Abkhazians better. To the question how the 
Abkhazians living in Ajaria preserved national traditions the answers 
were divided as thus: average – 70%, well – 25%  and badly – 5%. 

Some Abkhazian respondents spoke about how Abkhazians 
had suffered the marriage at a person of other nation in past time: "It 
was a great tragedy if Abkhazian got married with non-Abkhazian as 
he/she lost his/her language, culture" (Ada Kutelia, who got married 
here); "When I got married, only my young brother knew about it. 
My parents got angry with me as I had got married with other nation. 
After 40 days they had night wedding part, but we bridegrooms did 
not stand together. It was forbidden" (Penia Elizbaria-Selimba, who 
got married here); "Father did not allow me to get married with a 
person of other nation and I was left single" (Venera Abdiba). 

It can be boldly said, that Georgian spouses of Ajaria’s 
Abkhazians respect Abkhazian traditions, they learn Abkhazian and 
keep that etiquette which regulates the relation with a husband, 
father-in-law, mother-in-law and other relatives of a husband. E. g.: 
according to Abkhazian tradition a woman had no right to address a 
husband by a name. One Georgian daughter-in-low recall: "My 
husband and my brother had the some names. One day I addressed 
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my brother by name and father-in-law thought, that I had called my 
husband and got offended"; "I married Abkhazian. My mother-in-law 
was Georgian, but she kept Abkhazian traditions. When elders came, 
she could not speak and sit down. That was the respect towards 
Abkhazians and we kept this tradition". From Georgian daughter-in-
laws we did not hear irony and complain on difficulties of Abkhazian 
traditions. On the contrary they were speaking about them with pride. 
In old times Abkhazians mostly got married with Muslim Ajarians, 
but sometime it happened, when a Christian Ajarian woman turned 
Islamic in respect with a husband and kept Abkhazian traditions: 
"My mother-in-law was Christian, but she colored eggs and made 
halva [Muslim dish]. She kept the rules of both religion. In spite of 
Christianity she was burred according to Muslim rule". – told us one 
respondent. Christian wives of Abkhazians are still keeping Muslim 
rules, e. g.: at the Bayram they make halva, but it mostly has a 
tradition form. According to one respondent’s word "A believer man 
is a believer even in a dark room and not in order to be seen. I know 
believer people, they go to praying. Some of them were Muslims and 
then turned Christian. They were Christianized twenty times in order 
to be seen – it is forbidden. My grandmother was Christian, 
grandfather was Muslim.  Family’s traditions is connected with  
Muslim. I am not either Christian or Muslim, I am – pagan. But write 
down Muslim as I was born in this family. Here are traditions. If I do 
not keep them, everything will break. The God is one which I believe 
in I know better. My brothers and sisters are Christians and there is 
no problems among us. I have not baptized my children either in 
Christian or Muslim. Let them choose themselves. A man chooses a 
woman, religion and the way that he will have to pass. It is his 
choice. Let him be a Buddhist. It is important to be a human-being" 
(Nuri Ashmeiba). Usually in families  the people of different 
confession live together: a wife is Christian, a husband is Muslim or 
vice versa, but they respect to each other’s religion and do not protest 
the religion chosen by their children, either. Today Abkhazians do 
not demand from their Georgian daughters-in-law to keep Abkhazian 
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rules and they have the same relations in families like Georgians. 
Abkhazian daughters-in-laws from Abkhazia know Abkhazian 

traditions  and keep them well. They differ true Abkhazian traditions 
and Ajaria’s Abkhazian ones. "When Abkhazians settled from there, 
they were Christians, but here Ajaria is a Muslim part and they 
turned Muslims. We call Mevlud, invite men, women, Khoja (senior 
courtier), make sweets, good things, food and they also keep these 
rules" – told us one Abkhazian daughter-in-law. One local 
Abkhazian man said: "My daughter-in-law is from Ochamchire. She 
knows good Abkhazian. I am very thankful with her, as she stopped 
the process of our degradation. We used Abkhazian and she brought 
novelty by her speech. Sounding of a mother-language arose our 
national consciousness" (Akaki Tsitsba); A local woman said: "My 
mother-in-law was from Abkhazia, who did not know other language 
but only Abkhazian. My daughter-in-law was Abkhazian - Arshba. 
She finished 8 forms at Mokvi school and knew only Abkhazian, she 
could not learn Georgian". Abkhazia’s Abkhazian women know 
Abkhazian reading and writing, Abkhazian traditions and customs 
better. It turned out, that this what is Abkhazian tradition for Ajarians 
an Abkhazia’s Abkhazian  calls it Ajarian. They say, that Abkhazians 
were Christians and they Islam after settling in Ajaria. 

Abkhaz informants often talked about the attitude between a 
father-in-law and a daughter-in-law. According to an Abkhazian rule, 
a father-in-law did not speak to a daughter-in-law for certain time, 
before a daughter-in-law earns this. A father-in-law slaughtered an 
ox, invited relatives and allowed his daughter-in-law to speak to him. 
During speaking about this traditions, they added some anecdotes: it 
turned out that having allowed his daughter-in-law to speak with him 
a father-in-law slaughtered an ox, invited guests and announced: it is 
better to leave everything the same way and a daughter-in-law should 
not speak with me. 

Respondents named some customs, which were kept by 
Abkhazians before: e. g.: daughter-in-law did not address their 
husband and his relatives by name (a rule of not being on speaking 
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terms). Abkhazians changed names of daughters-in-law. Women did 
not sit at the table at the presence of men. When a man entered, 
daughter-in-laws had to go away from a table unnoticeably. "Here 
and there a daughter-in-law did not speak to a father-in-law. I was 
not allowed to sit next to a brother-in-law. My brother-in-law was 
elder. He died thus, he had not heard my voice. I had four children, 
but I did not talk. Apart from this a father could not show his 
affection towards a son. Once a little child felt in a pool, but a father 
did not help, for nearby there was his elder brother and he treated his 
elder brother with deference" (Penia Elizbaria-Selimba); "My mother 
did not address my father by name. It was forbidden. If a husband’s 
name had another man, she did not address him by name. She gave 
another name to him. If a brother-in-law entered she should have to 
backed down. Through this she showed her respect towards him" 
(Otar (Niko) Pamba). Smoking of tobacco was also forbidden before 
elders even though what a smoker’s age was. 

As regard wedding traditions the informants told the 
following: "In marriage a decisive word belonged to a mother’s 
brother (ansha). On a wedding day members of bridal party brought 
a bride, but a bride and a groom were not allowed to stand together. I 
was separately with my matron of honor and my husband was 
feasting with his friends. Weddings were hold in yards and lasted for 
several days" (Penia Elizbaria-Selimba); "People had to see what 
kind of cattle would be slaughtered. After this little portions of boiled 
innards were divided. At the table toasts began with spirits and then 
were continued with wine. They drank about 6-8-12 glasses together. 
If somebody stood up from a table, he was not allowed to come back 
at the table. It happened about in the 30-40s" (Akaki Tsitsba). Since 
that weddings are held according to Georgian rules, they sing in 
Georgian as well as Abkhazian. 

To the question in what language songs are sung at wedding if 
among guests there are Abkhazians as well as Georgians, the 
answers are distributed as thus: in Georgian – 41%, in Abkhazian – 
36%, in Russian – 18%, in Turkish – 2%, in English – 2%. It could 
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be said, that if they are in a good mood, 45% sing in Georgian, 26% 
– in Russian, 13% – in Abkhazian, 10% – in English and 6% – in 
Turkish. 32% of them likes classic music, 26% – folklore, 21% – 
light popular and 21% – other kind of music. 

Abkhazian respondents consider a tradition of mourning 
deceased to be sacral, according to what "when relative women go to 
present their condolences, they wailed loudly. At that time bereaved 
people silenced. They did not walk around a deceased and they put 
clothes with a deceased" (Akaki Tsitsba). Today Muslim Abkhazians 
bring a Khoja (a senior courtier) on the 40th or 52nd day19 and Khoja 
offers prays for commemorating of a soul, an ecclesiastic person 
translates and explains them prays, they make sweets and lay a table. 

Ajaria’s Abkhazians often emphasize their especial hospitality. 
According to them: "Before when a guest came, we should had to 
wash hands, to clean his "aziatks". If a guest wanted some water, we 
should had to stand before he drank it" (Penia Elizbaria-Selimba). 
One Georgian daughter-in-law remembered: "Once  my husband’s 
elder uncle visited us. He asked me to bring a glass of water for 
several times. After bringing water three-four times, I put a decanter 
and a glass near him. He did not like it and reprimanded to my 
father-in-law, that he had a lazy daughter-in-law" (Manana 
Stambolishvili). In order to respect a guest, a host should have to do 
everything impossible. If a guest went away dissatisfied, it was a 
great shame for a family. Even today Ajara’s Abkhazian treat with 
respect to a guest, that they confirmed us several times during the 
expedition. 

Abkhazian informants distinguish respecting elders among 
their worth. Elders greeted even a child who entered by standing up. 
"My mother was 85 years old. If a child entered the room, She stood 
up. Respecting elders is essential. When an elder was speaking we 
                                                 
19 In some Abkhazian families a deceased is paid respect on the 40th  and the 
52nd day after death. This confirms once again a wide-spread religious 
syncretism among Abkhazians: the 40th day after death is a Christian rule 
and the 52nd day – Islamic one. 
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did not speak up. It was forbidden" (Suri Muskhajba); If elders 
walked in a street, the youth who was nearby should had to stand up. 
Akhatsgylara or the rule of standing up is still kept by all 
Abkhazians. 

"An Abkhazian does not allow to a wife to speak excessively – 
I evaluate it. This is the best feature of an Abkhazian. When a man 
gets married, he says to his wife, that they have such custom and if 
she does not keep these rules, she will be able to go away. Today 
girls say, why I should stand up. Even Georgians stand up when a 
guest enters" (Penia Elizbaria-Selimba). Abkhazians consider the 
followings to be the principal worth: politeness culture, justness, 
non-breaking a word, conscientiousness, courage. They do not name 
their defect. Only some of them named laziness, seclusion and 
miserliness. 

Ajaria’s Abkhazians consider the place where they live today 
to be their homeland. To the question where they would like to their 
children to live, they answered as thus: 81% – where they lived 
today, 13% – where children would like, 6% – in Europe. They are 
not eager to return to Abkhazia: "We were born here, were grown up 
here. We serve this part, we have our relatives here, here are the 
graves of our close relatives and we are not going to go anywhere" – 
they said. It happened, when before a war in Abkhazia Abkhazians 
offered them those lands, where their ancestors had lived before 
Muhajiring, but Abkhazians categorically denied: "We have been 
living on the same place for 150 years. Already the 6th generation 
continues to live in this house. We have no will to move anywhere" 
(Zuri Atruzhba): "We have different language, but we are own flesh 
and blood. In Muhajiring the Russian people is guilty. My children 
won’t go to Abkhazia to live. Neither will I. The graves of my 
husband and child are here. Where am I that is my home-land" 
(Penia Elizbaria-Selimba – an Abkhazian daughter-in-law). 

They have kinship contacts with the Abkhazians in Abkhazia 
and Turkey till today: "My elder brother and sister are there [in 
Abkhazia]. We contact each other by phone in Abkhazian. In 
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summer we are going to go there. When my child died, they could 
not arrive. The roads were closed. They were crying there and I was 
crying here. When we see an Abkhazian, we are off our heads with 
joy. I speak Turkish to the Abkhazians in Turkey. We preserved the 
language better then they. They know language sufficient for them" 
(Penia Elizbaria-Selimba). A contrary viewpoint was also fixed in 
connection with this issue: "In Abkhazia they speak different 
Abkhazian. In Turkey they speak clear Abkhazian with Abkhazian 
accent. There are Abkhazian villages and due to this they preserved 
the language better. They married each other in order to preserve 
national identity and language" (Anzor Kudba); "Turkey’s 
Abkhazians preserved language better then Abkhazia’s Abkhazians. 
When a frontier of Turkey was opened I worked there. I met there 
with many Abkhazians. Mostly Abkhazian is similar with Adygean 
and Abaza, like Megrelian and Laz, as if the same music" (Nuri 
Akudba); "Some Abkhazian words are similar with of Circassian, but 
Abkhazians have their own language, that others have not; e. g.: 
Megrelians and Lazs are likened to each other, but Abkhazian is not 
likened to other" (Penia Elizbaria-Selimba). 95% of respondents 
considers that Abkhazia’s Abkhazians preserved the language better 
then the Ajaria’s Abkhazians, 77% considers that the Abkhazians 
living in Turkey know Abkhazian better; 82% of them has relatives 
in Abkhazia and 44% – in Turkey. To the question what language 
they would speak to Abkhazia’s Abkhazians, they answered thus: 
45% – in Abkhazian, 45% – in Russian, 6% – in Georgian, 3% – in 
Turkish. 50% will speak to the Abkhazians living in Turkey in 
Abkhazian, 46% – in Turkish and 6% – in English. 

The descendants of Abkhazian Muhajirs have preserved the 
photos of their ancestors, family heralds, newspapers, 
commemorative things, books on the history of Muhajiring, 
Abkhazian dictionaries. We spoke to one Abkhazian respondents, 
who had revived Abkhazian’s old graves. The members of the 
expedition visited a graveyard in the village Peria. It turned out that 
epitaphs on the grave stones of the Abkhazians who had been burred 
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there were in several languages: some only in Georgian, some in 
Georgian and in Abkhazian, some in Georgian and Russian, some in 
Arabian. For Ajaria’s Abkhazians the Elders have great importance. 
During Muhajiring they used to decide where the representatives of 
same clan would settle. In Ajaria there is the Council of Elders, a 
head of which is an Abkhazian writer Anzor Kudba (Mr. Anzor 
Kudba’s wife Georgian Madam Svetlana supports Abkhazians so 
much as her husband’s relatives (the Kudbas) who had arrived from 
Turkey said about her: "She is the first Kudba Svetlana"). 27% of 
respondents considers the Elders and 20% – ecclesiastic persons to 
be authorities. In interviews some Abkhazians named the members 
of well-known Atsanbas’ family to be prominent. According to them, 
Mustafa Atsanba had gone to Baku and asked permission for opening 
a school in Abkhazians’ settlement. After opening a school under his 
initiative, Mustafa was asked, in which language would be teaching 
carried out. He named Georgian "At home I speak to my children in 
Abkhazian. One should know a language of that country where 
he/she lives". Abkhazians’ district in Batumi was also founded under 
his initiative. Firstly just her wife made Ajarian women to take off 
chadors (a Muslim woman’s veil). The third son was Hasan who 
returned from a war and who like his parents became an authority for 
Abkhazians by his deeds. Many glorious affairs are connected with 
this family, the descendants of which continue their ancestors’ steps 
even today. A pupil of a Sunday School Ana Atsanba who is 
Georgian from mother’s side and their direct descendant said: "In 
one my hand there is Abkhazian blood and in other - Georgian one. 
As it is impossible to split these hands as it is impossible to separate 
Georgians and Abkhazians". 

We met some respondents who know Abkhazian fairy-tales, 
rhymes and songs. They teach their grandchildren these models of 
oral speech. In our questionnaire there were some questions in order 
to clarify in what extent Abkhazians had preserved folklore. Here we 
give some of them: 

1) In what language do you tell or read your children, 
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grandchildren, young brothers and sisters fairy-tales? in 
Georgian – 55%, in Abkhazian – 14%, in Russian – 31%; 

2) Heroes of which people is close for your children? 
Georgian – 58%, Abkhazian – 21%, Russian – 16%, Arabian – 

5%; 
3) Which fairy-tales do Abkhazian mothers tell their 

children? 
Georgian – 32%, Abkhazian – 35%, Russian – 22%, any – 

8%; 
4) Which fairy-tales do Georgian mothers tell their 

Abkhazian children in mixed families? 
Georgian – 52%, Abkhazian – 21%, Russian – 21%, any – 

7%; 
5) In which language do Abkhazian mothers sing to 

children? 
in Georgian and Abkhazian – 57%, only in Abkhazian – 21%, 

in Russian and Abkhazian – 21%. 
6) In which language do Georgian mothers sing to children 

in mixed families? 
in Georgian and Abkhazian – 47%, only in Abkhazian – 7%, 

in Russian and Abkhazian 7%, only in Georgian – 27%, in Georgian 
and Russian – 13%. 

The followings are considered to be Abkhazian food: halva, 
millet, ajika, smoked or boiled meat, smoked cheese (sulguni), 
satsivi (chicken/turkey in cold walnut sauce), kutchmatchi (innards 
of slaughtered animal, bird) dolma (stuffed vine/cabbage leaves), 
pelamushi (jelly of grape juice boiled with flour), etc. According to 
them, halva is not an Abkhazian dish at all and they have mastered it 
from Ajarian after their settling here: "In Abkhazia they did not make 
halva on the 40th and 52nd day after death. Here they have introduced 
it from Turks" (Penia Elizbaria-Selimba); "Halva is of local 
Abkhazians and not of Abkhazians of that place. They do not make it 
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there" (Suri Muskhajba).20 
According to the materials obtained by us it could be said, that 

Ajaria’s Abkhazians preserved some Abkhazian traditions more on 
less. Actually they consider themselves as an integrate part of 
Georgian reality, Georgian life. They like that place, where they have 
been living for a half a century. The descendants of Abkhazian 
Muhajirs often underline the unity, genetic kinship, similarity of 
traditions and customs of Georgians and Abkhazians and others: 
"Our very closest relatives are Georgians. Azerbaijanians, Armenians 
and others are our friends. Abkhazians are similar with Georgians by 
traditions, genetics" (Nuri Ashmeyba). Once the Abkhazia’s 
Abkhazians said about an Abkhazian living in Ajaria: "Georgian 
Abkhazian” has arrived” (Abkhazia’s Abkhazian speak to Ajaria’s 
Abkhazians even in Georgian). We have not met any respondent 
whose member of a family was not Georgian. They announced with 
pride: "They are Abkhazians of the first degree", “true Abkhazians", 
"Ubykhs or Abkhazians of pure blood", etc. They note with the same 
pride that in their blood there is Georgian genies as well. 

 

                                                 
20 Actually, there is Ajarian, Laz and Ajaria’s Abkhazian halva. There is 
difference among them. 
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